G-endurance during heat stress and balanced pressure breathing.
The effect of heat stress and balanced pressure breathing during G (PBG) on G-endurance was investigated. Ten fighter pilots wearing anti-G-suits with increased bladder coverage were warmed to 38.2 degrees C and exposed to 15-s periods at 4.5 and 7 G in a heated human centrifuge gondola until exhaustion during PBG and normal breathing (NB). During both NB and PBG, the rectal temperature rose to a mean of 38.3 degrees C, and the dehydration was about 1.2 kg. With NB the endurance was a mean of 254 s, while it was 300 s with PBG (n.s.). Oxygen saturation and ratings of perceived exertion were mainly unchanged, while the maximum heart rate decreased by a mean of 13 bpm during PBG. In conclusion, the G-endurance was not deteriorated with PBG, in comparison with NB, during heat stress. In conjunction with experiences from other studies, however, it emphasizes the importance of avoiding heat stress and dehydration during G-loads, even with PBG.